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Studying submarine volcanic activity, interaction of 
magma with water and the subsequent sedimentation 
is an intriguing task in physical volcanology. Even 
that the modern volcanic activity allows the scientists 
to study directly the processes, the ancient volcanic 
successions give better opportunity for detailed re-
constructions. The present study is based on field and 
volcanological reconstruction of a concrete part of the 
Upper Cretaceous volcano-sedimentary succession 
of Vran Kamak paleovolcano, Central Srednogorie, 
Bulgaria. It represents a comparatively well preserved, 
eroded stratovolcano built of epiclastics, pyroclastics 
and lava flow succession surrounded by marine envi-
ronment, as only a part from the volcanic cone was 
over the sea surface. The central parts of the volcano 
are intruded by a volcanic neck in the area of Vran 
Kamak summit. The volcanic activity was accompa-
nied by sedimentary gravity flows and volcaniclastic 
debris is dispersed in the Late Cretaceous sea.

The section (Fig. 1) of the volcano-sedimentary 
succession studied is located to the south of Petrich 
village, Sofia district. It is a part of the area of direct 
contact of the volcanic products with the marine envi-
ronment. The lower parts of the section, provisionally 
signed as volcanic stage I, are built of pheno-andesitic 
lava flows which due to the interaction of the lava 
with water are quenched and fragmented to hyaloclas-
tites. At some local parts of the lava flow, preserved 
coherent lava domains can be observed. The quench 
fragmentation begins with generation of small cracks 
which propagate fast and hyaloclastites are formed. 
The outlines of the fragments usually have blocky 
(angular) or globular morphology and often show jig-

saw fit texture. The interstitials between the fragments 
are filled with volcanic glass and small rock clasts. 
The volcanic stage II is represented by an explosive 
volcanic activity which gradually transits to effusive 
and sedimentary gravity flows are triggered. The ex-
plosive episode initiates a volcaniclastic debris flow 
along the volcano slopes and a lahar deposit of resedi-
mented pyroclastic material with lava fragments and 
volcanic bombs is formed. These deposits are overlaid 
by a hyaloclastic lava flow, which causes instability 
on the volcanic slopes during its formation and the 
sedimentary cover and sediment gravity flow is trig-
gered. The upper contact of the hyaloclastites and the 
sediments is signed by in-situ peperite formation. The 
sediments intrude and penetrate into the lava due to 
the temperature differrence and the fluidisation effect. 
The upper part of the deposit of this first sedimentary 
gravity flow is marked by finer layers which are most 
possibly a result from a suspension cloud. The red 
colour of the sediments near to the contact with the 
hyaloclastic lava flow most probably is due to oxida-
tion related to the higher temperature of the lava flow. 
Immediately after that (or almost contemporaneously) 
a new sedimentary gravity flow is initiated, most prob-
ably due to high seismic activity. Layers of imbricated 
lava clasts which represent resedimented peperite can 
be observed in the sedimentary deposits of the second 
gravity flow. The clasts have well developed chilled 
margins which indicate that they were redeposited hot 
by the gravity flow in the sediments. The upper parts 
of the second sediment gravity flow are topped by finer 
thin layers which probably represents deposits of the 
suspension cloud. Above them a turbidite sedimenta-
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tion with dispersed volcanic material follows, which 
corresponds to a comparatively repose period of the 
volcanic activity.

Fig. 1. a, generalized volcano-sedimentary succession (N24 35.177, E23 59.979) and eruption history reconstruction; b, schematic model of a sub-
marine hyaloclastic lava flow, quench fragmentation and peperite formation; field photographs: c, volcanic bomb; d, e, intrusion and penetration of 
sediments into the lava flow – in-situ peperite formation; f, resedimented peperite; g, h, I, propagation of quench fragmentation and hyaloclastite 
formation
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